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KCMBA Announces Continued Relationship with imageQUEST, 
Official Print Solution Partner of KCMBA 

Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association (KCMBA) is pleased to announce the renewal of its Platinum-Level 

Affinity Partnership with its Official Print Solutions Partner, imageQuest.  

KCMBA President Dan Blegen encourages the legal community to find out how imageQUEST can streamline their 

processes.  He said, “imageQuest’s comprehensive product offerings and their ability to provide local service and 

support enables them to provide unmatched solutions to their customers, and we encourage our members to 

consider doing business with them.” 

imageQUEST is part of Global Imaging Systems, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Xerox, one of the largest 

technology companies in the world.  From document management to collaborative communication tools and 

multifunction systems, they provide the broadest portfolio of technology solutions for companies of any size. 

“We are excited about our continuing partnership with KCMBA, as they have been invaluable in helping us 

connect with the Kansas City legal community,” said  Joe Zubeck, solution specialist. 

“At the platinum level, our partners provide the highest degree of customer service, integrity and product 

quality. For that reason, only our Platinum Partners receive the endorsement as the official partner of their 

category of goods or services. KCMBA’s Platinum Partners endure scrutiny by our staff, Executive Committee 

and Board of Directors to ensure we are bringing our members companies and valuable services at a fair price. 

While each partner is individually responsible for delivery of their goods or services, KCMBA gives its strong 

support to each of these businesses and the role they play in our legal community. We believe our members will 

enjoy and benefit from doing business with imageQuest as we have,” said Vickie Schatz, KCMBA Executive 

Director.  

----- 

The Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association serves approximately 5,000 members in the nine-county Kansas 

City metro area: Johnson and Wyandotte counties in Kansas and Cass, Clay, Jackson, Johnson, Lafayette, Platte 

and Ray counties in Missouri. The mission of this Association is to serve our members and our community by 

promoting justice, professional excellence and respect for the law. 
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